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1968 Valiant Barracuda
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EXCEPTIONAL CARS OFFERED FOR SALE

DELIVERING YOUR DREAMS ONE CAR AT A TIME.
Brian Noik  ::    Tel: 082 416 9584    ::    www.oldcars.co.za    ::    brian@noik.co.za

Follow me on F facebook T twitter I instagram using@oldcarssa

Are you selling an exceptional car? Call us!February 2022

1958 MGA Twin Cam1997 Mercedes benz SL320
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EDITORIAL
Brian Askew

GREETINGS FROM THE DAM

You will doubtless be delighted to know that this 
month’s editorial will be short. “He’s lost it again!” “I 
told you he wouldn’t last!”

Actually – horrible word, used by Sandton Rangers 
– actually, I’m trying to save you energies for the 
newsletter. Last month I moaned about the lack of 
articles from members, this month I have an “em-
barrassment du richesse”.

Aubrey Malden has come through with a delight-
ful insight into Heritage Workshops ably run by the 
Allisons. They have taken care of Anne’s Austin 7 
and certainly know how to care for a customer. John 
makes a plan for hard to come by parts, while Bar-
bara has the grace offer coffee and cookies along 
with the invoice.

Roy Watson has delivered with an article on a veter-
an drive to celebrate the 100th birthday of a Stude-
baker. Sister Anne ruminates on the next possible 
Covid variant – and I have heard “Deltacron” men-
tioned in the press. Thanks are also due to Joe Gates 
and John Meiring whose articles have been held over 
due to space and logistics.

I should note in the article on the TOS-1 Russian 
missile launcher, I’ve treated it with some levity. I 
knew you would be interested in anything designed 
in the last century and powered by a 1 000 horse-
power V engine, but it is truly a horrible device. 

It fires thermobaric missiles. These each consist of 
a fuel container with two separate explosive charg-
es. When it hits its target, the first explosive charge 
opens the container and widely scatters fuel mixture 
as a cloud. This cloud can penetrate any building 
openings or defences that are not totally sealed.

A second charge then detonates the cloud, resulting 
in a huge fireball, a massive blast wave and a vacuum 
which sucks up all surrounding oxygen. The weap-
on can destroy reinforced buildings, equipment and 
(obviously) kill or injure people. Strangely, they are

not yet banned.

And lastly, Aubrey has come up with the following 
table to add some reality to the Toolbox section:

Thanks to Peter Aneck-Hahn for the DJ results and 
to Roger Houghton for the improbable adverts at 
the end of this View. A full 2022 DJ report and pho-
tos will be available in the next issue of the View. 
The cover picture, by Karen Kaiser, is – A Rolls can 
be a nice place to rest.

Stay safe and enjoy your motoring.

Brian
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FROM THE 
CHAIRMAN’S DESK
Brian Noik

FROM THE CHAIR

This past week I attended the start and the finish 
of the DJ.

This is certainly South Africa’s most prestigious 
event and has a massive following, I would esti-
mate at least 150 people were at the 6am start in 
Hillcrest to see the field of 105 competitors off and 
more the 500 people were present at the finish.

I would like to thank Hilton Allison and his or-
ganising team - Gavin Allison, Cobus Grobbe-
laar, Gwyneth Cronje, Elaine Cusdin, Jenny 
Kirk, Lesly Smit, Lyn Smith, Leon Stander, Old 
Tooters club, George Lemke, Ron Bell, Phillip 
Kuschke, Reg Taylor, Howard Freeman, Roger 
Houghton, Mark Van Rensburg, Melanie Yap, 
Harry Posnik  and Ralph Barnes. Not forgetting 
the tender vehicle drivers, sweeper vehicle (Guido 
Kaiser) and all who supported riders in the back-
ground. Thanks to our favourite skelm Liz Addi-
son for handling the trophies and Eric McQuillian 
who took the responsibility of  VVC Club Steward. 

Thank you to Pam and Peter Hall and the Veter-
an Car club of Kloof (VCC) for hosting the cock-
tail evening, 

I also want to thank Martin Kaiser for his help 
taking the Liqui-Moly gift bags down to Durban. 
Martin helped many riders get their bikes fixed I 
also want congratulate Martin on his 3rd Place re-
sult - Martin was the only rider to compete under 
the VVC club. He used 8 Spark-Plugs on the run.

Thank you to all the sponsors, - a list is attached to 
this newsletter. 

I am busy building a new relationship for a major 
sponsor for next year. Liqui-Moly sponsored 105 
goodie bags for riders of the DJ. They would like us 
all to download their ADVANTAGE Cellphone App. 
This app will give you access to discounts on oil 
and other products, bonus points are rewarded for 
purchases and points can be used to get anything 
from a T-shirt to a Braai. Scan the QR code in the 
newsletter with your mobile phone to download. 
For more information see https://www.advan-
tage.liqui-moly.co.za. 

Martin Kaiser or myself are available to help or an-
swer any questions. With enough support, Liqui-Mo-
ly will be on board with a sponsorship for next year. 

I would of course like to pay tribute to all the mo-
torcyclists who competed on the DJ, but a few spe-
cial mentions:    
· A youngster by the name of Doug Watson  
 pushed his bike for the last 4kms uphill to the 
 finish.   
· Dean Houghton  had an oopsie in Maritzburg 
 and he picked his bike up and carried on. 
· Not forgetting the usual rider assisting fellow 
 rider. 
· The oldest rider this year was  Neville Smith 
 who is 87 years old.

I was happy to see large crowds at the start and 
finish venues. I thought the crowds where there 
to see me, turns out there were some guys on the 
event by the name of Binder. Thank you to the 
Binder boys, Dad - Trevor, and sons Brad and 
Darryn for coming all the way from their busy 
schedules overseas and bringing some even more 
special magic to the event this year. 

I have one last person to pay a very special trib-
ute to, and that is Peter Aneck- Hahn. Peter has 
been part of 48 DJs as rider/organiser/volunteer/
scorer and SAVVA Steward.   We thank him for his 
dedication and support to the DJ  and we value his 
experience and expertise. Thank you, Peter, we are 
grateful for all you do. 

I was very excited to see how seriously the DJ riders 
took the regularity preparation and competition. 

Work starts preparing for next year’s DJ! 

The club Sunday theme this month is Veteran and 
Vintage cars. 

Don’t forget the bar is open on Friday nights from 
around 6pm, join for a drink.  

Happy motoring!

Brian
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LIQUI MOLY

The Liqui Moly Advantage APP has so many new added tools, ways to earn extra daily Bonus points, and 
get rewarded…

Engine and movement lovers choose the best products from the palm of your hand and receive customised 
rewards and discounts  for your loyalty. VVC members will receive a 10% discount on products. 

Scan the QR Code to download the APP 

Once the app has been downloaded  register as an enthusiast.
 
Take a picture of your motorbike and scan it in and a reward of 20000 bonus points will be allocated that 
can be used for rewards.

To do this they must go into the app click on capture receipt and upload or take a picture of their bike.
 
For more information see The Liqui Moly Advantage App: https://www.advantage.liqui-moly.co.za/

LIQUI 
MOLY
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SPONSORSHIPS 
FOR THE DJ
The  VVC would like to thank the following sponsors for their support FOR THE 2022 DJ  

ANATOMINICAL PARTS AND CHARTS 
ULTRA RECON
SAVVA
PETROLHEADS
HANS COERTSE
MOTORRAD TECH
CMC
VMC
VVC
BRIAN WALLACE
GAWIE NIENABER
RICHARD HULSBOS
BRANDON JARVIS
RENNEY PLITT
TERRYS CLASSICS
MARIUS MALHERBE
ROBIN MCDONALD 
TAU ENERGY DRINKS
HILLCREST CORNER
WILDMAN
YUGANDHAR PRASAD JASTI
MAIZEY PLASTICS
GAVIN WALTON
BENONI NORTHERNS
PETER GILLESPIE
BRIAN NOIK
ESKORT
STEVE MARTIN
NEVILLE AND HELEN NICOLAU
TURNKEY HYDRAULICS
MONTEAGA STEEL
LG TOOLS
OOM PETES BEES
FLINTCHEM
PEPSON PLASTICS
HI-TECH STAINLESS
TEKWENI CABLING
MIKE WARD
ALLISON & ASSOCIATES
WILLY STRUCKMEYER
ANTHONIJ RUPERT WINES
FRANSCHOEK MOTOR MUSEUM 
LIQUI-MOLY 
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NEW 
MEMBERS
Karen Kaiser

NEW MEMBERS FOR THE APRIL 2022 
NEWSLETTER

This month I welcome a junior member Shanon 
Strauss – he is 10 years old and very interested 
in the all the vehicles and bikes. We hope he and 
his family will join us for our meetings and other 
events. I had a few enquiries, however the applica-
tion for memberships have not yet been received.

I have still got some members who have not yet 
paid the 2021/22 subscriptions. Please if you are 
in doubt give me a call or send an e-mail and I 
will check. If you do not wish to remain members 
please notify me (I do not like to write this but I 
also acknowledge that life continues to change).  
THANK YOU to all the members who have paid the 
2021/22 Subscriptions.  If you for some reason 
did not receive an e-mail with a renewal form 
please contact me.  For ordinary membership 
– emailed newsletter the fee is R380. For coun-
try membership – e-mailed newsletter the sub-
scription will be R300. For ordinary membership – 
printed newsletter the fee will be R555 and R475 
for country membership.
  
The Banking details are: The Vintage and Veter-
an Club, Nedbank Benmore Gardens, Branch Code 
197305 Account number 1973038617. Please use 
your name or membership number as reference.

The subscriptions for the 2022/23 club year will be 
due on the 1st of July 2022. I will start sending out 
subscription renewal forms by e-mail at the end 
of May beginning of June. The subscription for the 
22/23 year will revert to the pre-covid amounts: 
R425 and R300 respectively for ordinary and coun-
try members – e-mailed newsletters. R600 and 
R475 for ordinary and country memberships print-
ed newsletters.

A HUGE thank you to Trish van Zyl for the donation 
of many many motoring magazines and interesting 
books to the club. The magazines were sold against 
a donation to the Club/Monday Club. 

The 2022 DJ is now past us. The planning of this 
fantastic event starts many months prior to the 
Rally and it will not be long before the club will 
have to start looking at the 2023 Rally. Congrat-
ulations to Gavin Walton in 1st place, Mike Ward 
in 2nd and Martin Kaiser in 3rd. Well done to all 
the participants and thank you for supporting the 
DJ. We have many sponsors who generously help to 
keep the cost down for the participants and provide 
them with welcome bags full of a variety of  items. 
THANK YOU. 

Martin has now participated in a number of  DJ’s – 
the first under the guidance of the late Rick Lewis. 
This year he was introducing his sister to the event. 
They found the ideal small bike for her, got the bike 
going and set out to practice mainly near the Cradle 
of Humankind All was going according to plan until 
the bike started to give problems and on the Sun-
day before the event it was decided that she very 
reluctantly had to withdraw.

Karen Kaiser
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MILK BAR IS OPEN! - see you Friday evenings for a few rounds.

John Berry (18)

John Allison (29)

Peter Manelis (21)

Henry Watermeyer (3)

Neil Harty (16)

Dick Harris (14)

Aylwin Stephenson (9)

Ric Currie (16)

Peter Gerber (15)

Paul Koski (9)

Patrick Whelan (28)

Gerald Davies (5)

Gabriel Meyer (22)

Harold Posnik (8)

Tokkie Faber (29)

Chris Van (6)

Thomas Howlin (21)

John Dutton (19)

Greg Marucchi (17)

Richard Baker (15)

BIRTHDAYS
Karen Kaiser

APRIL 2022 APRIL 2022
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EVENTS

2022 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(Subject to amendment - See Magazine, Website, and noticeboard for current information)

March
Sunday 27th March Vintage and Veteran Cars and Bikes 

April
Saturday 9th Picnic Day and Fun Run - details to be advised. 
Sunday 24th Wheels and Waffles at the VVC 

May
Friday 13th Beer and Wine tasting afternoon at the VVC  
Sunday 29th Post 45 Cars 

June
Sunday 26th German cars 

July
Sunday 31st Italian Day 

August
10-14th Magnum Rally 
Sunday 28th Annual General Meeting and your Favourite Car/Bike 

September
Sunday 25th American Cars and Buick, Cadillac and Oldsmobile Club 

October
8 – 9th VVC Fun Run 
Sunday 30th Bike Day with the VMC and CMC 

November
Sunday 27th Sports Cars and Motor Bikes
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EVENTS

POMC VETERAN & VINTAGE RUN 

10 APRIL 2022 – 07:00 
 

 

 

 

 

 

STARTING FROM:  VOORTREKKER MONUMENT 

SCENIC ROUTE THROUGH PRETORIA – SLEGS “LOSLIGTE” 

END AT:  POMC CLUBHOUSE FOR VETERAN AND VINTAGE DISPLAY. 

Contact:  Emil Kuschke – 082 6554 879 
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VVC 
FEBRUARY 2022 
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VVC 
FEBRUARY 2022 
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NURSING 
THOUGHTS
Anne Askew

CORONA VIRUS – PART FIVE

With the passing of the fourth wave, in South Africa, 
of the Omicron variant and the general relaxation 
of government regulations, we are all, slowly but 
surely, becoming more chilled about covid-19. This 
may not be a good idea, folks. There is predicted 
to be a fifth wave featuring a new variant – but the 
dangers are unknown at the moment.

Sanchari Ghosh of Livemint notes that: “In the last 
two years, we have seen five variants of concerns 
- Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, and Omicron. While 
the first four VOCs were detected in 2020 from dif-
ferent parts of the world, Omicron was found in 
South Africa in November 2021.

 

He referred to a recent article in Nature, that sug-
gested four possible scenarios of how the virus can 
evolve in the future. 

1: The most hopeful — but probably least likely 
— future for SARS-CoV-2 would be to follow the 
path of measles. Infection or vaccination provides 
lifetime protection, and the virus circulates largely 
on the basis of new births.

2: A more likely, but still relatively hopeful, would 
be SARS-CoV-2 following the path of respiratory 
syncytial virus (RSV). Most people get infected in 
their first two years of life. RSV is a leading cause 
of hospitalization of infants, but most childhood 
cases are mild. 

3: The third would be coronavirus acting like influ-
enza A virus, which drives global seasonal influenza 
epidemics each year. Due to rapid evolution, new 

variants are able to escape the immunity elicited by 
past strains. The result is seasonal epidemics, pro-
pelled largely by spread in adults, who can still develop 
severe symptoms. Flu jabs reduce disease severity.

4: But if SARS-CoV-2 evolves to evade immunity 
more sluggishly, it might come to resemble influ-
enza B. That virus’s slower rate of change, com-
pared with influenza A, means that its transmission 
is driven largely by infections in children, who have 
less immunity than adults.

Last week, a WHO official pointed out the next vari-
ant of concern will be more fit, that is to say more 
transmissible, because it will have to overtake what 
is currently circulating. 

The big question, he noted, is whether or not fu-
ture variants will be more or less severe. There is 
no guarantee that the next variant would be milder 
than the previous variant, though theories are 
brewing around it.

He concluded that the next iteration of Covid may 
also evade vaccine protections even more, making 
the existing vaccines less effective.
 

So, continue wearing masks, keep your vaccina-
tions up-to-date and drive your classics with the 
windows wide open.

Anne 

“Safely Cared For”

Sister Anne Askew
Cell: +27 82 604 5806
anne@sisteranne.co.za • www.sisteranne.co.za 
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feeling than hearing an engine settle into a smooth 
rumble after a Saturday morning garage tune-up. 

Find the right parts sources

 
Owning an old car means you will eventually need to 
find old parts. Comments from readers echoed this 
point multiple times. Your newfound club friends will 
oftentimes have resources vetted for you. There is 
likely a small operation that only makes parts for your 
car; support shops like that if you can. These small 
manufacturers that reproduce quality parts are almost 
constantly on the verge of closing and produce many 
of the parts they do out of love for the hobby rather 
than for the sake of big profits. Generic-fit parts can 
work, but why not fit the correct parts and support an-
other person who loves the same car you do? Seems 
like a win-win to us.

Prepared to be surprised

Always look at your classic like your birthday is com-
ing up and no one has mentioned it yet. There is likely 
a surprise around the corner, and you just don’t know 
about it. How much will this unknown repair, service, 
or modification cost? That is also part of the surprise, 
unfortunately. Setting aside money on a regular basis 
will help offset these unexpected costs and keep you 
motoring happily. When setting aside a budget for a 
project on your new love, however, literally double 
your initial estimate. It sounds silly, but we promise 
we wouldn’t say it if it wasn’t true. 

TIPS ON OWNING A CLASSIC CAR 

Classic ownership can be very rewarding, but 
there’s a bit of a learning curve for the average 
novice. Most first-timers had to learn the hard way. 
In an effort to help make that learning curve more 
tolerable to any fresh-face newbies, we polled the 
Hagerty Forums community to assemble the top 
seven tips for new classic owners. Heck, this might 
even help a few seasoned vets of the car world too.

Join the club – VVC, of course

 
Driving is an activity that only requires one per-
son, yet it is more fun with others. Joining a club 
dedicated to your specific vehicle will likely supply 
you with a wealth of expertise and a few new driv-
ing buddies. Most likely, these club members have 
already gone through what you are about to exper-
ience, meaning they will have tips and tricks to help 
you survive the highs and lows on the road ahead.

Do your own work if you can

Classic cars demand more attention than mod-
ern vehicles—there is pretty much no way around 
that. While you can find a mechanic to take care of 
your classic every time it needs anything under the 
hood, it will be significantly more rewarding to your 
psyche and your wallet if you pick up tools and get 
some grease under your nails. Everyone has their 
own limit for how much DIY they can take on—
space, tools, and time requirements can be quite 
restrictive. If you have the means to do your own 
work, even just for the small jobs, there is no better 

COOKIE 
CUTTERS
Aubrey Malden

WHAT’S IN THE 
TOOL BOX 

TODAY? 
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Don’t do it for the money

With multiple auctions, sales sites, and businesses in 
the vintage car space it is easy to start looking at your 
new wheels as an investment primed to give you big 
returns. However, if you want to set yourself up for 
success and fun you should leave that thought at the 
end of the driveway. Buy for the enjoyment of the car, 
not the resale possibilities. If the market drops and 
you are “stuck” with your car, it is much better to have 
something you love than something you first saw dol-
lar signs in but now only see bouncing checks.  

Get out and drive

The most popular answer of the poll was to go drive 
as often as you can. Looking at, wrenching, showing, 
or talking about your new love pales in comparison 
to the joy of driving. Vintage cars also have the best 
manners when they get used on a regular basis rather 
than sitting in the garage. Become in tune with the 
squeaks, rattles, and knocks of your car so you can 
tell when something is normal and when the car needs 
real attention.

Hagerty – I owe you guys

Be realistic

When you embark on a project, or even just want to 
take your new vintage ride on a road trip, be sure to 
give yourself realistic expectations. It’s easy to dream 
of rebuilding a vintage Bentley in a one-car garage 
with only a metric socket set and one jack stand, but 
that is just not going to happen. From budget to goals, 
set yourself up for success by researching a bit about 
what you want to do.  

Get comfortable with the mountain you want so badly 
to climb. Do you have the tools and money needed 
for that idea? To answer “no” doesn’t mean you can’t 
find a similar project or plan that is attainable with the 
constraints you have.

COOKIE 
CUTTERS
Aubrey Malden

WHAT’S IN THE 
TOOL BOX 

TODAY? 
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INHERITING THE FUTURE

What do you do when you retire?

You retire right? 

Wrong, not this hardworking Heritage team.

John and Barbara Allison, both “accomplished cit-
izens” took their hobby by the scruff of the neck and, 
with feet firmly planted on the accelerator pedal they 
propelled it forward, full speed ahead. Saying good-
bye in their rearview mirrors to their past lives in the 
skylight business, and hello to their motor restora-
tion business.

And it’s flourishing. It’s an example of where there 
is a will, there is a way, but more than that it’s proof 
that where there is also talent, flair, enthusiasm, and 
an attitude to do a job, any job well, there is a way. 
Come what may.

Consequently, they have surprised many a client with 
their ability to turn their hands to full restorations of 
a number of cars from the 1920’s to the ‘70’s, in-
cluding a Ford 1913 Model T Speedster, a 1911 Ford 
Model T Runabout and a Model T Centre Door, af-
fectionately known as the Widow’s Car. This involved 
not only the mechanical and body work, but also the 
ornate interior, including the blinds and lacy drapery, 
all expertly handled by Barbara, in between her “day 
job” of looking after the accounts and financials with 
an eye as keen as a kestrel’s. 

The Ford Model T Centre Door, aka ‘The Widow’s 
Car.’ Restored from the outside, under the bonnet, 
onto the wheels, and into the inside. Now as good as 
the day Henry built her. I shed a tear when she first 
arrived; she was in a very sorry state. 

New drapery, carpeting, door cards, upholstery, roof, 
all sourced and supervised by Barbara and the blinds 
made by her. Testimony to her love for the job, and 
her attention to detail were shown by the fact that 
Barbara donated the finishing touch, the little brass 
vase for the flowers.

The team also turned their hands to bringing back 
to life a roaring red 1957 MGA, a shell of a Sunbeam 
Alpine into a real white knight of a car, and prob-
ably, with John’s love and vivid recollections of his 
misspent youth, the restoration of a 1973 Landrover 
Dormobile. Including the rebuilt double bed. “Fond 
memories,” he said, adding with a whimsical chuckle, 
“Wonderful times!”

He also has fond memories of the sensuous and 
soft lines of E-Types, Wolseley’s and XK 140’s, all of 
which have been through their workshops in Heriot-
dale, Jo’burg. But John is keen to point out although 
he loves the British cars, “Any car that’s a classic is 
a gem that deserves to be given back their original 
sparkle, for all to see.”

Today their website explains,” Heritage Workshop of-
fers a high standard of comprehensive restorations, 
servicing & maintenance, mechanical, bodywork res-
torations, upholstery and electrical repairs for a wide 
range of classic cars and motorcycles…”

INHERITING 
THE FUTURE
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John Allison as a young lad. He has become the Le-
onardo Di Vinci of Heriotdate. Thanks to a flea in his 
ear from his dad…

So, let’s rewind a few years. First, he studied at 
Bradford College of Art in England where he exer-
cised his creativity and started to develop his now 
canny ability to imagine how things should look, to 
look not just right, but to really look good. His father, 
a true Yorkshireman, that is, a man with his eye on 
the bank account and, no doubt, deep pockets with 
barbed-wire at the bottom of them, took John out 
of art school with an unambiguous directive, “Lad, 
you’ll make nowt owt ta arty farty stuff, get inta 
proper profession. Get inta engineering lad.”

Which John promptly did. 

And bingo, you have a talented creative artist with a 
brain of a highly trained and highly practical engin-
eer. One with drawing skills, both technical, and arty 
farty, and fabrication skills as well.

What’s missing, they’ll make. 

What it doesn’t mention, sadly though is their in-
ventiveness and creativity in managing to put to-
gether the equivalent of a 1 000-piece jigsaw with 
500 missing pieces. For John’s ability, assisted by a 
very talented workshop manager Sam Dlodio, has 
done just that. Several times.

Witness what they envisioned and created recently 
for the range of early Ford’s that I mentioned ear-
lier. It would be an exaggeration to say they had 
to create everything, but for those essential bits, 
those final embellishments and mandatory pieces 
they did just that. Brass lights, radiator caps, new 
mechanical parts and body components, and the 
newly turned wooden spokes for wheels that had 
seen much better days, wobbling like a drunk on 
a Friday night after a few fine ales, and a late-
night sing-a-along. When John and Sam finished 
their sorcery the wheels stood upright, and as true, 
well, as, as true as, ‘Will Temba Bavuma be chew-
ing gum mouth wide open in his next captaincy of 
the Protea’s?’

The Leonardo Da Vinci of Heriotdale? 

John has been dubbed by some wise and insightful 
wag, “The local Leonardo Da Vinci of Heriotdale.” I 
wondered why.

INHERITING 
THE FUTURE
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The MGA Coupe, all totally restored from the chassis 
up, for a very fastidious client. Engine out, chassis 
off, upholstery out. Every spec renewed, or renov-
ated, all period correct, including the wiring loom. 
You could eat your dinner out of the engine bay.

With that comes the joy of not only seeing the cars 
back on the road, but I think he embodies another 
rare talent, one that is on the slide today. The joy 
of, as it were, passing his talent on. To be more ex-
act, of igniting passion in others. And to keep that 
flame burning, day after day, project after project. 
And that’s what John has done for Sam.

Sam, the man with Forensic Eyes! 

As Barbara said with a warm smile “I take my hat 
off to Sam. He’s intelligent, bright, and sharp. His 
lathe turning skills and woodworking skills are ex-
cellent. And he has good forensic eyes. He spots 
problems before they become painful issues and 
solves them before they escalate.”

John adds with a satisfying grin, “He’s absolutely 

meticulous. He can strip a car down, repair, refurbish 
it and assemble it.” And with a happy nod he adds, 
“And he’s passing that onto our other essential mem-
ber of the team, ‘Mtho’ (Mthobisi Dlamini ) as well.”

Adding, “Although Mitho is a bit of a race horse you 
see. He wants to gallop on with a job. We need to 
slow him down. This profession is a thinking man’s 
profession.” Then John adds with a shrug of the 
shoulders, “Still, keenness is a good trait. I’d rather 
have that than some right lazy bugger!”

John is at pains to point out to me how thinking a 
job through is a paramount procedure. “Every job 
that comes in, we sit down as a team, and discuss it. 
List the procedures and debate the implications. And 
agree who does what and when. You can save a lot of 
our client’s brass and time, that way.” 

 
Johns’ skills are sought after, not only for peering 
into a Humber Super Snipe and seeing,” What’s the 
trouble ‘ere?’ but also for valid, professional apprais-
als and valuations’ of classics. 

Under cover and waiting their turn to be readied for 
the road, anti-clockwise, Sunbeam Talbot Alpine, 
Merc 380SE and Humber Sceptre.

John points to the hoist at Heritage Workshop “See 
that there. That’s the most important piece of equip-
ment here. Cars can look great on top, inside and 
under the bonnet. But it’s that ‘lift’ there that can tell 
you the truth. The underneath. The foundation, the 
chassis. One good look will tell you how she’s been 
treated and what the future holds.”

INHERITING 
THE FUTURE
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Who holds the keys to Heritage’s future? 

For sure, at Heritage Workshop every inch of your 
vehicle is worked on with precision and care until it 
is restored to its former glory. And as they say, the 
prooof is in the eating of the pudding. Give them a 
go. The result will be, delicious.

 

The hands-on Heritage team with the perfectly 
restored Hupmobile. From left to right, Barbara, 
Mitho, Sam and John. What replacement parts 
they couldn’t find, they made.

Maybe, when John and Barbara do actually stop 
work, they won’t shut the doors and throw away 
the keys. Sam will carry it on. I hope so. From 
what I have seen, he has a plethora of skills and 
the same love and passion as John and Barbara. 
A passion that deserves to be fed and shared. We 
need more like this Heritage team.

Aubrey Malden

Completed Projects

1961 Sunbeam Alpine Series II

1969 MG B GT

1957 MG A Roadster

1948 MG TC

1973 Landrover Dormobile

1936 Wolseley

1920 Model T Centre Door

1913 Hupmobile

1911 Model T Speedster

1911 Model T Runabout

INHERITING 
THE FUTURE
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AUSTIN 7 – 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW – PART 2

Production of the new Austin 7 began in 1923 with 
2,500 being sold in the first year. Herbert Austin had 
hoped to sell double that number and perhaps was 
a little disappointed, but sales would grow over the 
succeeding years in a most satisfying way.

It would remain in production until the beginning of 
the Second World War in 1939, by which time 290,000 
had been made. The “Big Car in Miniature” had elim-
inated the cycle cars and taken over as Britain’s equi-
valent of the Model T: like the Model T it brought car 
ownership to the masses.

Austin 7 – Specifications and Changes

Engine: 696cc side valve in-line four-cylinder engine 
with cast iron cylinder block and removable cast iron 
cylinder head and two main bearings, roller at the 
rear and ball bearing at the front. Main bearings lub-
ricated by jets from an oil gallery in the crankcase. 
Splash lubrication elsewhere. Aluminium crankcase. 
RAC rating 7.2hp.
 

This engine was increased in capacity to 747cc in 
March 1923, RAC rating 10.5hp. Later in 1936 the 
engine was given three main bearings; roller bearing 
at the rear, white metal in the centre, and ball bear-
ing at the front. RAC rating 10.5hp. Carburettor was 
a single downdraft type. The engine was started by 
crank-handle. Electric starter from 1923. 

Ignition: Magneto up until 1928 when it was changed 
to coil.

Gearbox: Three forward speed and one reverse 
non-synchromesh gearbox. Four-speed gearbox in-
troduced in 1932. Synchromesh introduced onto third 
and fourth gears in 1933, and to second gear in 1934.

Clutch: Single cushion disc, dry plate.

Drive Train: Spiral bevel rear axle with torque tube.

Chassis: “A” frame.

Suspension: Front beam axle suspension by cent-
rally mounted half-elliptic leaf spring. Rear axle, 
quarter elliptic springs cantilevered from the rear of 
the chassis.

Steering: Worm and Wheel.

Brakes: Drum brakes on all wheels. Foot pedal op-
erated rear, handbrake lever operated front. Brakes 
became fully coupled and operated by the foot pedal 
in 1930.

Weight: 794lb.

The Austin 7 and the Beginnings of Jaguar

One of the most famous of all the coach built versions 
of the Austin 7 were those built by Sir William Ly-
ons and his partner William Walmsley. Together Lyons 
and Walmsley started the Swallow Sidecar Company 
in 1922. Their sidecar business flourished and they 

AUSTIN 
SEVEN 
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moved into a bigger building financed by Walmsley’s 
father.

This was timely as they were established in their new 
premises around the time the Austin 7 made its debut 
and William Lyons was particularly keen to get into 
the business of car manufacture. He managed to ob-
tain an Austin 7 rolling chassis via a dealer in Bolton 
on which to construct the coachwork of the first Swal-
low car. The deal to obtain the Austin 7 chassis was 
done without Austin’s approval so it was a bit of an 
“under the counter” job. But it enabled them to get 
started.

 
Austin 7 Swallow

William Lyons got Swallow Sidecar’s only professional 
coachbuilder, Cyril Holland, to design the coachwork 
for the Austin 7. Holland had joined the company in 
1926 and was known as the “Wood Butcher”. He was 
a draftsman and he was able to translate William Ly-
ons’ sketches into proper drawings for the Austin 7 
based coachwork.

The first version was completed in 1927 and shown to 
Austin, who specified changes they thought necessary 
to ensure the bodywork met their standards. With the 
design approved the car was shown to London dealer 
Henlys who placed an order for 500 cars in two-seater 
and in four-seater saloon style. The cars sold for £175 
and with their artistic style and eye-catching colour 
schemes became a sought-after item.

Austin 7 Swallow

The Swallow style coachwork on the Austin 7 chassis 
became increasingly popular and William Lyons could 
see he had moved a significant step closer to achiev-
ing his goal of becoming a car manufacturer. The 
company decided to move to Coventry to be more 
ideally placed to both expand, and to achieve William 
Lyons’ vision.
 

Austin 7 Swallow Interior

William Lyons took out a stand at the 1929 London Mo-
tor Show shortly after having moved the company to 
their new Holbrook Lane, Coventry premises. That year 
he expanded his model line-up to include cars built not 
only on the Austin 7 chassis, but also on chassis by 
Standard, Swift, and Fiat. By this time the company 
was named the Swallow Coachbuilding Company, and 
after WW2 the name was changed to Jaguar.

Jon Branch / Silodrome

AUSTIN 
SEVEN 
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We Restore,We Buy,We Sell
CLASSIC CAR CENTRE

1977 Mercedes Benz 450SL

1969 MGB Roadster1987 BMW 318i E30

1962 Jaguar E-Type Series1
3.8 Roadster

6 Oscar Street,Hughes, Boksburg
www.route101ccc.co.za

011 397 1207 / 072 687 8783
sales@route101ccc.co.za 

Classic Car Trading
Restorations
Service & Maintenance
Classic Spares

A few of our selection
 
          of vehicles available.

2000 Mercedes Benz CLK
430 V8
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2022 
DJ FINAL 
RESULTS

Score Group A 2022 VVC D-J Motorcycle Rally Final Score

Position Name Comp No Day 1 Day 2 Final
1 GavinWalton 16 132 96 228
2 MikeWard 97 151 107 258
3 MartinKaiser 22 134 137 271
4 KevinWalton 18 170 107 277
5 RalphPitchford 103 231 93 324
6 RyanDuncan 13 197 160 357
7 RyanVan Heerden 74 349 87 436
8 AllanCuninghame 98 311 128 439
9 NevilleNicolau 23 359 107 466

10 SamanthaAnderson 53 347 119 466
11 GrantVacy-Lyle 56 361 128 489
12 TonyLyons-Lewis 96 404 136 540
13 JustinSeager 32 410 174 584
14 KevinKohler 49 454 131 585
15 RikkiMaizey 85 600 99 699
16 HennieDe Jager 63 504 244 748
17 GawieNienaber 91 689 172 861
18 PeterVlietstra 99 813 196 1009
19 BillLance 10 535 595 1130
20 DavidPitchford 104 984 167 1151
21 DarrynBinder 68 969 236 1205
22 BillyThomas 11 921 323 1244
23 John WhittakerStaples 101 1048 353 1401
24 AchimBergmann 105 1376 152 1528
25 IainSkinner 82 1083 489 1572
26 JohanFleischer 20 975 747 1722
27 TimHammerich 60 1389 523 1912
28 KeithVan Heerden 75 826 1106 1932
29 MariusMalherbe 78 1822 193 2015
30 ColinSmit 30 2256 223 2479
31 MikeVenables 41 2593 128 2721
32 AdrianHollis 86 2903 117 3020

1

Score Group A 2022 VVC D-J Motorcycle Rally Final Score
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Score Group A 2022 VVC D-J Motorcycle Rally Final ScoreScore Group A 2022 VVC D-J Motorcycle Rally Final Score

33 WayneFisher 72 2634 683 3317
34 DouglasWatson 54 3391 153 3544
35 DetlevBorner 89 2941 607 3548
36 TrevorHall 47 3596 199 3795
37 GavinHollis 87 3565 263 3828
38 MartinDavis 46 3825 114 3939
39 BrianLange 57 3956 387 4343
40 RichardHyson 64 4231 180 4411
41 KeithKendall 51 4453 108 4561
42 BevJacobs 58 4766 124 4890
43 DeanHoughton 14 4906 294 5200
44 HansCoertse 65 5221 338 5559
45 PietCoertse 66 5391 272 5663
46 Willem CharlesLe Roux 83 5174 672 5846
47 BradBinder 69 5653 309 5962
48 TerenceChesterton 26 3362 2625 5987
49 HowardMarks 33 5444 1337 6781
50 AndrePrinsloo 1 5945 1358 7303
51 WayneHarley 80 6338 1237 7575
52 AndreOtto 12 7798 280 8078
53 BradleyMc Ewan 15 7767 328 8095
54 Rodwyn MaxwellThomas 25 6805 1752 8557
55 DesmondMassey 67 6986 2830 9816
56 AndrewCusdin 34 7971 2072 10043
57 AnthonyDuncan 81 6401 6604 13005
58 Yugandhar PrasadJasti 19 8027 5695 13722
NF MarkKennard-Davis 77 410 686 1096
NF RichardHulsbos 92 3674 131 3805
NF TrevorBinder 70 5965 357 6322
NF GavinYoungman 94 6938 338 7276
NF DeonMalherbe 79 8100 123 8223
NF GerhardBothma 71 5647 3362 9009
NF DerekPirie 48 9000 267 9267

2
The remainder of the field did not, sadly, finish the 2022 DJ

2022 
DJ FINAL 
RESULTS
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CALL FOR ENTRIES

LEGENDS & CLASSICS AUCTION
JUNE 2022

Fresh from two highly successful car auctions we are calling for 

VVC members and fellow collectors for entries into our new June 

2022 Legends and Classic's Auction to be held in June 2022      

in Johannesburg. 

The two auctions we have had thus far have been the very best 

that South Africa has seen in recent years. The first one being 

awarded the best auction in the world (the NAA Global Award) 

and the second achieving record prices for many of the cars, 

way above estimated values. 

The auction will be promoted in South Africa and all around the 

world, reaching an estimated audience of some 8 million 

enthusiasts, including those in the UK, Germany, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand, Dubai, the Bahamas and 

the USA. 

The call for entries is on a first come first served basis. 

To discuss and plan the professional auction of your vehicle, 

vehicles, or collection please contact me, Kevin Derrick CEO of 

Creative Rides, or my Managing Director, Shane Kirby. 

The auction, both live and beamed virtually, will be held over one 

day and extensive viewing hours will be extended to all potential 

buyers who will be properly vetted.

Kevin Derrick, 
kevin@creativerides.co.za 

Shane Kirby
0027 (0) 76 9435579
shane@creativerides.co.za

*Covid rules and regulations will be strictly adhered to.
Creative Rides: Cnr Posthouse St & Main Rd, The Posthouse Centre, Shop 2, Bryanston 2021 Johannesburg, Gauteng

Phone:+27 76 099 9051  admin@creativerides.co.za
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JUST TURNED 100

Peter Gillespie’s Studebaker turned 100 years old, so 90- and 100-year oldies went to celebrate.
 

The Watsons and Ali had a coffee at Doppio’s at Hobart crossing and then drove to the Prison Break, opposite 
Leeuwkop prison to meet the other cars.
 

JUST 
TURNED 100
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The Prison break is an amazing collection of food and craft stores that is still growing. It kept us busy looking 
at them before we sat down to have lunch.
 

JUST 
TURNED 100
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The drive was very good because being more on open roads is much safer and easier for 90- and 100-year-
old cars. You are also far less liable to get involved in drivers that do not realise the restrictions that the older 
cars have.
 

Roy Watson 

JUST 
TURNED 100
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SUNSHINE FROM RUSSIA

The next vehicle we are going to review does not 
quite qualify for SAVVA membership, as it is only just 
over 23 years old, but it is very much in the news 
this month. The Russian built TOS-1A is an improved 
version of their original TOS-1 heavy flamethrower 
system. It was adopted by the Russian Army in 
2001. Sometimes this system is nicknamed the “Sol-
ntesepek” – (Sunshine is the somewhat macabre 
translation of the original). It has also been nick-
named “Buratino”, which originates with the name of 
the hero of a Russian retelling of the Pinocchio tale 
(by Alexey Tolstoy), given the perception of the big 
“nose” of the launcher. The TOS-1A was used by the 
Russian Army in Chechnya and was reportedly used 
during the first invasion of the Ukraine. This heavy 
flamethrower system has been exported to Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Iraq and Kazakhstan. Algeria reportedly 
ordered a number of them, while some sources re-
port that a small batch was delivered to Saudi Arabia. 
Iraqi systems have seen combat during the fights 
with Islamic State fighters and the TOS-1A was used 
during the Syrian Civil War. In 2020 Armenian and 
Azerbaijani systems were used during a military con-
flict between the countries.

 
The TOS-1A is intended for direct fire support of ad-
vancing infantry and main battle tanks, and moves 
according to their combat orders. It is extremely ef-
fective against entrenched personnel. It is used to 
clear out buildings, field fortifications and bunkers. 
It is also effective against light armoured vehicles. 
The heavy flamethrower system is generally similar 
to multiple launch rocket systems, 

however it fires different types of rockets and has a 
shorter firing range.

 
The main element of the system is the BM-1 launch 
vehicle. It has 24 launching tubes, arranged in three 
rows of eight tubes each. These are longer in com-
parison with the previous heavy flamethrower sys-
tem. There are at least two types of 220 mm rock-
ets. These are 3.3 and 3.7 m long, with a weight 173 
and 217 kg respectively. The TOS-1A uses the longer 
rockets and hence has a longer range than its prede-
cessor. Maximum range of fire is now 6 000 m, with a 
minimum of 400 m.

There are at least two types of warheads - incendi-
ary and thermobaric. The thermobaric weapons are 
also called vacuum or fuel-air explosives. This type 
of munitions releases a large cloud of flammable gas 
and causes massive explosions. It is used to clear out 
buildings, bunkers and other fortifications. The TOS-
1A launches a single rocket, or a pair of two rockets 
within 0.5 s. Full salvo duration is 12 seconds when 
launching rockets manually and six seconds when 
launching all rockets in automatic mode.

SUNSHINE 
FROM RUSSIA
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The BM-1 launching vehicle is operated by a crew 
of three, including commander, gunner and driver. 
It is fitted with a modern fire control system. All 
guidance and firing procedures are made from in-
side of the vehicle, without exposing the crew to 
enemy fire. The launcher vehicle can stop and fire 
at a visible target within 90 seconds from traveling.

Initially TOS-1A launchers were mounted on modi-
fied chassis of the T-72A main battle tanks. These 
were powered by a V-46 diesel engine developing 
780 hp, or a more powerful V-84MS diesel develop-
ing 840 hp. Upgraded Russian Army’s TOS-1A sys-
tems have similar features as the upgraded T-72B3 
tanks. Newer export versions are based on the 
T-90S main battle tank chassis and are powered by 
a V-92 diesel engine, developing 1 000 horsepower. 
This system is fitted with a self-entrenching blade. 
Armour protection is similar to that of the T-72A 
and T-90S MBTs respectively. There was at least one 
prototype of the TOS-1, based on T-80U main battle 
tank chassis. It can trundle at a maximum speed of 
60 kph. Speed Group A then.

This heavy flamethrower is supported by a new TZM-T 
reloading vehicle, which is used to transport and re-
load rockets. It carries a full set of reload rockets in 
two pods for 12 rockets each. A crane is mounted 
between these units. Reloading vehicle also carries 
400 litres of fuel for the BM-1 launch vehicle. The 
TZM-T is also operated by a crew of three.

Should you want to acquire one for the next classic 
run, the price of the TOS-1A rocket systems is over 
$6.5 million. Though this figure might also include 
servicing, training and ammunition.

Ed, with help from Miltary.com.

SUNSHINE 
FROM RUSSIA
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THE FOR SALE TABLE

Don’t forget there is a table at the back of the hall 
for items members would like to dispose of.  

FOR SALE:         

Austin Westminster A110 De-Luxe

                 

6-cylinder 3-litre engine. Borg Warner gearbox. 
Rebuilt to original specification with imported Aus-
tin parts.  R100 000 or nearest offer

Contact Daphne McNeill, Kenton-on-Sea 
073 824 7588

WANTED

Has anyone a single or pair of Signia hearing aids 
lying around unused they would sell? I have a pair 
but unfortunately Dawns new puppy ate the left 
one (blue dot). 

Eric 083 700 0171

Shell petrol pump and fuel dispenser. Asking price 
R75 000 the pair. Please contact Brian Askew on 
082 601 3021 / brian@quaestior.com.”

CLASSIFIED
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CONTACTS

VVC COMMITTEE FOR 2020/2021
Chairman/Dating Officer: Brian Noik brian@noik.co.za 082 416 9584
Vice Chair/Regalia: Stephen Martin sentry@netactive.co.za 082 551 8588
Treasurer: Paul Koski paul@koski.co.za 082 442 6662
Memberships: Karen Kaiser karennkaiser@gmail.com 083 307 0581
Bar/Clubhouse: G.  Kaiser karennkaiser@gmail.com 082 777 1818
SAVVA /Events/DJ Rep:   Peter Aneck-Hahn aneck-hahn@mweb.co.za 083 250 5440
Youth/Member Development: Heath Hargreaves heathgh@me.com 083 256 0657       
Events: Martin Kaiser martin.kaiser@menofmetal.co.za 074 563 4061
DJ Finance: Bert Lopes hcsllopes@gmail.com 083 637 5171     
Ex-officio Portfolio Holders
Editor: Brian Askew brian@quaestior.com 082 601 3021
Social Breakfasts: John Hassall jh29@pixie.co.za 011 487 0385

CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence to the club should also be addressed to: info@vvc.co.za

PLEASE NOTE
Deadline for articles for the next issue is the 7th of the previous month

Please do keep your articles coming in. Your contributions are appreciated!
When submitting photographs please ensure that they are high resolution, to do justice to the

pictures, particularly in the printed version.

VINTAGE AND VETERAN CLUB ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 2019/2020
Joining Fee: R125.00 (including Name Badge) Extra name badges R60.00

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS:   
Ordinary Members:  Country Members: (outside of Gauteng)
R600 including monthly printed Newsletter R475 including monthly printed Newsletter
R425 including monthly emailed Newsletter R300 including monthly emailed Newsletter
Honorary Life Members: FREE

Banking Details: Vintage and Veteran Club, Nedbank, Benmore Gardens Branch 197305. 
Account No. 1973 038 617

Affiliated to SAVVA
e-mail: editor@vvc.co.za • website: www.vvc.co.za

mail: P.O. Box 35129, Northcliff, 2115 • clubhouse: 3 Athol Oaklands Road, Oaklands, Johannesburg
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VVC 
SUPPLIERS
RECOMMENDED SUPPLIERS

We are drawing up a list of recommended suppliers, please feel free to add to this list or make recommenda-
tions, notify me on chairman@vvc.co.za

Body repairs and painting
*Shield Panelbeaters, Manny Bairos  (084) 506 7237,

Restorations & General Workshop
*Brian Style  (082) 330 1688   
* Heritage Workshop, John Allison    (072) 108 4280 / (082) 336 3949
* Charles Goodman  (082) 449 6901
* Tony Watson  (011) 875 2101
 
SAVVA Dating Club Vehicles
* Brian Noik

Car Covers:
*Pat Barclay (011) 698 3166 / (073) 263 7982

Powder Coating 
*African Powder Coating,  (011) 452 3345
13 Fountain St. Eastleigh, Edenvale. John  

Plating
* African Electroplating  - Peter Posniak  (082) 553 5032

Auto Trimmers:
* Nev’s Auto Trimmers Neville,  (011) 472 0392 / (083) 284 94008 

Engine & gearbox etc. mountings (same day service.)
*Nick Mountings, Wynberg  (082) 445 1489

Seat Springs:  
*Seat, compression, tension springs etc., 
Weblor Springs  (011) 452 8686/7

Instrument Repairs:
*Sports Car Centre, Alan Uzzell  (011) 646 1631
* Nigel Ridley, Clocks and Instrument repairs,  (011) 803 1319

Insurance:
*SAVVA Insurance, 
Glenn Broadhurst,  
Yolande Erasmus Cell: (087) 736 2222 / Fax: (011) 699 0783
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Brake, Clutch & Accelerator, speedo cables
*Cablecraft (011) 394 4865
* Martin Peach (011)787 2995 / (082) 492 7794
9 Hilma Road, Bordeaux

Brake hoses, cables, electric window repairs
*TK Cables (011) 029 5366 / (086) 552 5514
627 Ondekkers Road, Delarey

Piston Rings
*Made to size, Industrial Piston Ring Manuf. 
David Godwin,  (011) 622 2546/7
*Cord Rings (011) 334 9525 
5 Kruis St. Johannesburg

Lenses (reproductions)
*Duke’s Car Lenses  (083) 655 3657

Vintage tyres:
*Jeppe Tyres, Roy Greenburg,  (011) 614 0462 / (082) 491 2025

Refurbishing Woodgrain on steel and wood: 
*Ivan Cotton  (076) 034 9482

Chev and Ford Part importers
*Mike Leisegang:    (082) 857 8733

Ford Parts (F Series)
*Gary Dixon  (011) 609-3631 

Carburettor Services
*Frank Hackney (011) 493 7000
Carburettor Services  frankhackney@mweb.co.za
22 Loveday Street South
Johannesburg

Batteries
Battery Orbit
Le Roux Ave &, Richards Drive
Halfway Gardens, Midrand, 1686
Ask for either Colin or Nielan (011) 466 9411

VVC 
SUPPLIERS
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NOT TODAY 
YOU WON’T
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NOTICE 
BOARD

BRAAI

Braai fires are lit on Club Sundays and members are welcome to bring and Braai

EVENTS

The events are published in the newsletter every month and will also be announced at the Sunday Club 
meeting held on the last Sunday of every month. There is a breakfast meet on the 2nd Sunday of the 

month  at various venues around Johannesburg. These are truly enjoyable and kindly arranged by John 
Hassal. If you would like to be on the invite list for these please send John an email on: jh29@pixie.co.za 

or Karen on: karennkaiser@gmail.com

FACEBOOK

Note that you can also join the club’s Facebook: The Vintage and Veteran Club VVC. It is a closed group. 
If you join, Paul will accept you as a member. There is a lot of other interesting content posted from 

around the world. Karen Kaiser.

SHIRTS AND REGALIA

Wearing a club shirt. There is a blue short-sleeve shirt with the VVC badge above the pocket and also 
white polo shirt with the VVC badge. They will be on sale at the Sunday Club meetings.

There is – ready for winter – a club sweater with the logo on it. R300.

Also, check our cabinet by the bar entrance for VVC badges to enhance your classic car and person.

If you would like to place an order kindly contact Karen on: karennkaiser@gmail.com

The club encourages you to make use of the newsletter to move some of the belongings you have 
accumulated. With so many members sizing down and moving you are welcome to advertise here. 

Remember “one man’s junk...”
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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SO  YOU ARE GOING TO COURT,
GOOD LUCK WITH THAT!

Expedited
Arbitration and Mediation

Services

www.arbitrate.co.za
011 442 6662

paul@arbitrate.co.za

ADVERTISE HERE

CONTACT

KAREN

karennkaiser@gmail.com

Signage Materials & Substrates
Large Format Digital Print Media

POP Solutions - Banner Stands/Frames
Aluminium Sign Systems

LED’s for Signage & Displays

Engineering and Industrial Plastics
Rod / Sheet / Tube / Machined Parts

Competitive Pricing  |  Largest Product Offering
Daily Delivery  |  Cutting Services

086 1100 420
www.maizey.co.za

net.sales@maizey.co.za

gifts - jewellery - repairs
watch straps

batteries - watches

Tony & Ann Henen
011 483 2365

Grant Ave, Norwood
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FOR A QUOTATION CONTACT US ON: 
011 885 6600 

admin@roxsure.co.za 
www.roxsure.co.za 
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F r o m  o n l y  R 1 4 9 5 . 0 0 p m

Centrally located in Randburg, close to major arterial routes 

(079) 983-9339

CONTACT US 
FOR A TOUR OF
THE FACILITY

2 factor authenticated access Discrete

24 hour security

Coffee shop, gym on site

Pest control

Complimentary refreshments

Close to Gautrain Bus Service

Located in suburbs

Fire sprinkler system -  SANS 0400

24 hour access all year

24/7 off-site CCTV monitoringFacial recognition

Air Compressor, jumper cables and emergency fuel available

State of the art facilities

DEDICATED VEHICLE

STORAGE  


